
Freezing-Point Depression
A. Simple Picture for Strong Electrolytes

1. Colligative Property:  depends only on amount of solute, not
its nature.  Does depend on solvent.

2. Equation:      [mB is solute molality, kf =
1.860 K kg/mol for water; n = ?]

3. Example:    CaCl2(s) Æ Ca2+(aq) + 2 Cl–(aq) n = 3
valid because CaCl2 is strong electrolyte, fully 
ionized in solution.

B. Exact Treatment

aA = activity; all quantities refer to solvent properties.

DTf = –kf mB n

ln aA = DHm,fus
R  DTf

Tf*!Tf ª DHm,fus! DTf
R!Tf*2!   



1.  aA = gA xA (activity coef. ¥  mole fraction)
2.  xA = nA/(nA + n nB) (defines solvent mole fraction)
3.  aA and gA describe deviation of actual system from 

predictions of simple equation (for which gA = 1).  Thus, 
measurement of DTf permits calculation of gA.

C. Alternative (but Equivalent) Approach
  defines practical osmotic coefficient f.  MA
  is molar mass of solvent A (kg/mol).

exact version of 1st equation; f plays
role of fudge factor needed to achieve agreement.  
Product nf  known as van’t Hoff i factor.  Also, have

f = –ln!aA
MA! n ! mB

  

DTf = –kf (n f) mB

kf = R!Tf*2!MA
DHm,fus

  

D. Experiment.  For HCl, measure DTf with thermistor, mB by 
titration; calculate f, aA, xA, and gA.



E. Weak Electrolytes
1. Example: (weak acid) 

2. Let m = starting molality of HA and a = fractional ionization.
Then at equilibrium mHA = m (1– a), and

3. Approach: Get m¢  from DTf using simple eqn., m from 
titration.   Calculate Km.  Extrapolate to zero 
ionic strength to get “true” K,

HA(aq) Æ̈ H+(aq) + A–(aq)

m  (1–a) + m a + m a = m  (1 + a) ≡ m ¢

Km   =  m ! a2
(1! –! a)!  =  (m ¢–m )2

2m –m ¢   

ln Km  = ln Ka˚ – 2 ln g±

ln Km  = ln Ka˚ + 2.26 ( a m )1/2  



F. Mustering the Data



Thermal Expansivity
A. Underpinning Purposes

1. Experience in using a known substance to calibrate a device,
for subsequent application to an unknown substance.

2. Acquaintance with two simple devices — the pycnometer 
and the dilatometer — capable of giving very precise results
for a fundamental physical property of liquid substances.

B. Theory
1.     and, since r = m/V,

2. Integration fi    where a is assumed 
to be independent of T near some reference T = Tr.

3. More general: If f(T,Tr) is a function that = 0 when T = Tr, 
where V = Vr, then if V is expressed

 a = df/dT

a ≡ 1
V 
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V = Vr exp[a (T–Tr)]

V = Vr exp[f(T,Tr)]



C. Experiment
1. Known is “standard mean ocean water.”  Its density is a 

function of T, so calibration requires measuring m and T.
2. Both this and the unknown (an alcohol) must be degassed  

beforehand to prevent air bubble formation.
3. Thermal equilibrium is not achieved instantly!
4. Data obtained in range 10-40°C; suffices to determine 

whether a is T-dependent over this range.
5. Etched scales on both devices are in cm and mm.
6. Minor complications:

Buoyancy correction in pycnometry masses.
Thermal expansivity of Pyrex not negligible.

7. Modified instructions:
(1)  Do dilatometry for just three T ranges:  ~15, 25, 35°C
(2)  Get density (pycnometry) for at least 4 Ts in this range.



Today’s Practice Quiz
1. Our treatment of the I2 + M  ´ I2M reaction yielded a straight-line relationship

permitting us to extract K and ex from an appropriate plot of "y" vs. "x."  If this
expression is written as y = a + bx, the equilibrium constant K is given by
a.  a/b b.  b/a c.  a¥b d.  1/a e.  none of these

2. For the following reaction, K = 8.6¥1019 at 25°C and K = 1.09¥1015 at 125°C:
Cl2(g) + F2(g) ´  2ClF(g)

Assuming that DH° and DS° are independent of T over this range, calculate
DS°.
a.  3.7 J K–1 mol–1 b.  8.5 J K–1 mol–1 c.  11.3 J K–1 mol–1

d.  –111.2 J K–1 mol–1 e.  –113.7 J K–1 mol–1

3. The reaction A + B ´ C is studied experimentally by mixing together
solutions of A and B and determining concentrations at equilibrium. 10.0 mL
of 0.036 m A is mixed with 5.0 mL of 0.126 m B, and at equilibrium [C] is
found to be 0.0094 m.  What is the value of K for this reaction?
a.  2.1 L mol–1 b.  3.0 L mol–1 c.  9.3 L mol–1

d.  19.7 L mol–1 e.  none of these


